
Pat Sloan 2009
*** Veterans Day Turkey Tracks - Block Swap ***

The THEME for our Block Swap is Veteran's Day. Let's salute those who have served us and make up a
quilt to show off ALL year long!  (My Father-in-law is a WWII and Korean Vet... he is such an awesome
man!)

The block has many variations if you start to research it, ours is on the next page. We decided on a patriotic
quilt using Red, White and Blue and a star in the center of each one, yeah!

Swap Guidelines
Centralized Swap: send set(s) of 6 blocks. You can sign up for more than one
set, but you must use a different fabric combination for each set.

Sign Up: Sign up for this swap in the database at Pat-Sloan-RR-Swaps,
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Pat-Sloan-Death-By-Quilting/database?method=reportRows&tbl=56 .
2009 Turkey Tracks Block Swap
If you want to swap more than one set of 6 blocks just write the # of sets you wish to swap in the database.

When: Blocks need to be mailed by Nov 5 2009.
Where: Mail to Roberta (mailing address below).
What:  One turkey track per block. Use Pat's pattern on the next page.

Size: Cut your block background block 13" x 13"
The final block size is 12.5" x 12.5" square (finished size 12" x 12").  The person receiving will trim it to
12.5" x 12.5" (if they like!)

Colors: Background will be off white tone on tone (no solids). The fabric for the turkey track applique will
be either all red or all blue. Stars are yellows. Our Red, White, and Blue Turkeys! No solid fabric. Use fabric
with a pattern...in patriotic tones

Technique: Use any applique method you are comfortable with. Machine applique is to be fused with the
donut method (like in my applique book). On this method all edges must be covered by either a blanket
or satin stitch.
For hand applique your edges must be turned under (like with hand needleturn). Or you can fuse and hand
blanket stitch

Laying out the block:
Fold the square both ways to mark the 'center'
Position the square in the center.
Position the 'tracks' just UNDER the center square
Then appliqiue the star in the center.

Fabric Quality: Please use only quilt shop quality fabric. Remember the golden rule of block exchange,
use fabric you would like to receive. Fabric must be good quality 100% cotton, prewashed and pressed.

Mailing info: This is a centralized swap. We reserve the right to return blocks not of quality.
If you are not in the US and want to play, you can send US currency to Roberta with your blocks and she
will buy the postage to mail back your blocks. but you MUST contact her before you do this so she knows.

You MUST include a self addressed stamped PRIORITY MAIL return envelope (not metered mail) when
you mail your set(s) to Roberta. Please note the return postage needs to be the same as what it was to
send the blocks and PRIORITY MAIL.

Mail to:
Roberta Miglin
7256 Rostiser Road
Stittville, NY 13469
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Cut off white
background
13" x 13"

Applique in
shades of red,
or blue.

Star is  yellow


